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Presentation Notes
'ENGAGE' offers an innovative approach in alternative education provision from the Northampton Saints Foundation (NSF), which works with students aged between 10-18 in alternative provision to increase confidence and boost self-esteem.  The programme supports students’ social, emotional and mental health (SEMH) needs, using practical-based activities to empower them to see the positives in everyday life. ENGAGE’s aim is to reduce the long-lasting impact of exclusion from school, including criminal activities, low educational attainment, unemployment, and physical and mental ill health.    A successful Learning Enhancement and Innovation Bid funded the development, testing and evaluation of a student e-Passport (historically the Student Passport was completed in paper format), to mitigate the young people's dislike of committing their feelings and emotions to paper.  By digitising the passport, barriers to engagement were reduced, providing opportunities for multimodal expressions of thoughts and feelings. The University of Northampton uses Padlet as part of its active digital education pedagogical approach. Padlet as a learning and teaching tool offers a range of opportunities for expressing learning, co-creation between students and staff and the building of shared digital artefacts that can be used synchronously and asynchronously for learning. This session will take the form of a workshop, to explore how we used Padlet in our project to shape the future of inclusive teaching.  It will also offer the audience the opportunity to explore Padlet’s functionality and relevance to their teaching practises.  This session would benefit individuals who are looking at ways of engaging with learners that are across time zones and locations as well as those colleagues who have a diverse set of learners, for example students with diagnosed learning needs, neurodiversity and students identified as needing support with access and participation.



The Context
(Staff and student digital capabilities)
The ENGAGE programme at the Northampton Saints Foundation works with 
students aged between 10-18 in alternative education provision to increase 
confidence and boost self-esteem. 
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Presentation Notes
APThe ENGAGE programme works with students aged between 10-16 in alternative provision to increase confidence and boost self-esteem. The programme has been running since 2015 and supports students’ SEMH (social, emotional, mental health) and complex needs. ENGAGE uses practical-based activities to empower students to see the positives in everyday life. Alternative provision has the potential to offer more individualised care that is therapeutic in nature, including small group teaching, and high staff ratios. The aim is to reduce the long-lasting impact of exclusion from school, including criminal activities, low educational attainment, unemployment and physical and mental ill health (Owen et al., 2021).   Social Justice and Inclusion: How might education reach out to all? How might education respond to the challenge of competition, distribution, and access to educational services supporting our communities? Is the gender divide in education increasing? How might education foster awareness that our lives depend on the natural environments and that ecology can only be achieved through equity? How might we learn to live peacefully with one another within the limits of the Earth supporting us?

https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/1CuCCm2QJTpMQ49iGrdWR?domain=youtube.com


The Challenge:
• The current Student Passport 

used to document development 
is in paper format limiting 
opportunities for students to 
fully and confidently express 
their thoughts and feelings

The Aim:
• To support staff and students 

to have the digital capabilities 
to effectively engage with the 
Passport in a digital format.
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APThis project piloted the use of Padlet (an online noticeboard platform) as a digital version of the Student Passport (Student e-Passport) and evaluated its effectiveness in terms of student engagement, monitoring and evaluating progress and its potential for scalability across the franchise.  Phase 1 piloted the Student e-Passport with one ‘Hub’ group from the Foundation’s programme ie under 16sPhase 2 was an updated version of the Padlet, using recommendations from Phase 1 in terms of content and staff support and expanded into the 16+ provision. 



Theoretical Framework:
Universal Design for Learning (UDL) (Cast, 2018)

CAST (2018). Universal Design for Learning Guidelines version 2.2. Retrieved from http://udlguidelines.cast.org
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http://udlguidelines.cast.org/


The Solution?

Your turn...
https://tinyurl.com/mvjwwu52
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EWParticipants can introduce themselves to the group by adding a post, GIF, photo  or audio intro to the padlet. Use the comments and rating tool to let everyone know what you think! - 5minsPaste into the chathttps://tinyurl.com/mvjwwu52

https://uon1.padlet.org/alison_power1/can-2023-give-it-a-go-padlet-hvzgo14n1w0cjkl6


Evaluation Phase 1 
(staff experiences)
Methods:
Participatory Action Research
Focus group of Northampton Saints 
Foundation members of staff

Initial Findings (themes):
• Technology
• Student Engagement
• Communication and Support
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EWThis study employs a participatory action research (PAR) approach that sees the Northampton Saints Foundation staff integral to the design, usage and evaluation of the Student e-Passport. PAR is recognised in the field of health and education as a method that is a collaborative approach dedicated to social change, social justice and addressing social problems. The fundamental premise of PAR is self-reflection, inquiry, community and empowerment.  This proposal suggests that the process of co-creation will be completed using feedback from the Northampton Saints Foundation staff to elicit the ways in which content, delivery, access and engagement can be improved. Using basic thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2016) 3 themes emerged from the data



Theme 1: Technology
‘The pens did help because they like drawing and 
they liked, obviously, writing their own comments 
with the pens and stuff like that, so the pens did help 
basically’

‘It was a bit difficult to start with because we had to 
kind of learn and get used to like how we use it, 
what gets set-up, and what we can do on it and find 
ways around that technical difficulties’
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APAppendix 3 Focus Group QuestionsTell us about your experiences of using the Student e-Passport.How easy was it to use in terms of the device selection, stylus pen, platform etc?Did the pilot version do what you hoped it would do? What was easy to use? What was challenging?How did the children engage with it?What did they appear to enjoy most/ like the least about the Student e-Passport?What changes would you make to improve, access, usability, attractiveness etc?Feedback was generally very positive, with enhanced student engagement and communication with staffStaff were frustrated at not having administrators’ permissions – felt a lack of autonomy to personalise padlets.



Theme 2: Student Engagement

‘There's like being as like a breath of fresh air for the 
kids as well as like, because when it used to come to 
doing the passport is like got to that stage where the 
kids would be moaning and not wanting to do it. But 
now because there's technology involved, they're just 
genuinely more open minded to partake.’

‘I just thought that it would be better if they had 
things on it already that they, were complete like 
steps rather than create whatever they want 
themselves, cause when you give them that chance 
they be like, ‘oh, I don't wanna do it’. But as if you had 
stuff on it already for them to complete, they will go 
‘Oh yeah, actually that looks interesting. I'll do it.’
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APStaff asked for more structured resources/tasks to be added to the padlet to make engagement more purposeful and provide more transparent/explicit ways of measuring progress



Theme 3: Communication 
and Support

‘I think the communication's been quite good and 
quite quick, like between us, like when we've asked 
over the changes you've actually been quite nice and 
respondent. […] It's been quite easy and open 
conversation. It's been nice.’
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Recommendations

Structure

‘Maybe like a story template. Like a very brief basic
story template of like what their name is, how old
they are? Like what their favourite thing to do is?
their favourite colour, favourite food.’

• Getting to Know Me
• Current Me
• Finding
• Future Me
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Phase 2 (staff and student 
experiences)
• Refined Student e-Passport
• Student e-Passport rolled out to other 

Hubs in the franchise

Changes made…
• Structured activities
• Resources for staff
• Resources for students
• Staff training across franchise
• Post 16 provision
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Phase 2 Padlets

e-Passport

Passport
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APThe Master Padlet includes supporting materials for staff and a repository of resources to be copied across onto students’ padlets to make them bespoke anFrom the focus group feedback Phase 2 padlets have much more content to provide a greater structural frameworkThe resources for the 2 ages groups are age appropriate.

https://uon1.padlet.org/alison_power1/can-2023-phase-2-master-hub-padlet-northampton-saints-founda-szyiye68aqcj44l8


Under 16s

16+

Please 
explore...
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EWPlease click on one of the images above to go to a version of either the under 16s or 16+ students. Explore the range of opportunities for children to engage and share – 3 minPaste into the chat:Under 16shttps://uon1.padlet.org/alison_power1/can-2023-phase-2-under-16s-template-northampton-saints-e-pas-c3xp7vn5jdr5aoix16+https://uon1.padlet.org/alison_power1/can-2023-phase-2-under-16s-template-northampton-saints-e-pas-c3xp7vn5jdr5aoix

https://uon1.padlet.org/alison_power1/can-2023-phase-2-under-16s-template-northampton-saints-e-pas-c3xp7vn5jdr5aoix
https://uon1.padlet.org/alison_power1/can-2023-phase-2-16-template-northampton-saints-e-passport-gmsxhc1i7ea3tzia


Interim feedback

• Staff found the range of 
resources useful

• Staff training was well 
received

• Students are engaging with 
the padlet

• Watch this space…!
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Have another go!  Let’s get more techy!

Your turn...
https://tinyurl.com/mvjwwu52
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EWParticipants can introduce themselves to the group by adding a post, GIF, photo  or audio intro to the padlet. Use the comments and rating tool to let everyone know what you think! - 5minsPaste into the chathttps://tinyurl.com/mvjwwu52

https://uon1.padlet.org/alison_power1/can-2023-give-it-a-go-padlet-hvzgo14n1w0cjkl6


Thank you
Any questions?
Emma Whewell
Associate Professor (Learning and Teaching)
Emma.whewell@northampton.ac.uk
@UoNPEemma

Alison Power
Associate Professor (Learning and Teaching)
Alison.power@northampton.ac.uk
@alisonpowerUK
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